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ABSTRACT

Sequential experimental design for computer experiments is frequently used to construct surrogate regression

models of complex blackbox simulators when evaluations are expensive. The same methodology can be

used to train classifiers of labeled data which is expensive to obtain. For certain problems classification

can be a more appropriate method to obtain a solution with fewer samples.

1 INTRODUCTION

Most supervised learning research on classification focusses on large data sets. The goal is to obtain a

separation of all data in two or more distinct groups based on characteristics of the training data (features

or variables) as input and the corresponding group as output (class label), without prior knowledge about

the relation. After training is completed the classifier can predict the label of unseen data points. Amongst

other reasons, the accuracy of these predictions depend on the correlation between the features and the

output label.

However, acquisition of the output labels can be expensive: they can be the result of costly or

possibly dangerous real-life experiments, or computationally intensive evaluation of high-fidelity simulators

(computer experiments). Acquiring the labels of a big dataset and train a classifier is infeasible in these

situations as the computational costs will be high. Constructing a regression model of a computationally

expensive deterministic simulator of a complex blackbox system is a problem known as surrogate modeling,

metamodeling or response surface modeling (Goethals et al. 2012). This methodology is often applied

during product design to avoid building many prototypes (virtual prototyping or CAD). The goal is to

obtain an accurate regression model using a minimum amount of (often high-fidelity) evaluations of the

simulator. The surrogate model is then used to answer design questions involving many evaluations (such

as exploration, optimization or sensitivity analysis). In the context of surrogate modeling the simulator is

usually considered to be deterministic.

The use of Sequential Experimental Design as used in surrogate modeling (Gorissen et al. 2010)

can be used successfully to construct accurate classifiers when labels are to be obtained from expensive

simulations, and the use of classifiers instead of regression based models has the potential to solve some

typical surrogate modeling problems more efficiently.
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2 SEQUENTIAL DESIGN

Traditionally, surrogate (regression) models were constructed by a one-shot design. Because traditional

Design of Experiments (DoE) concepts such as blocking and replication loose their relevance in the context

of computer experiments (as they are deterministic). These designs focus on space-fillingness, such as the

popular (maximin) Latin Hypercube. This approach has two major disadvantages: first of all it is not known

a priori how much samples are needed to obtain the desired level of accuracy. Secondly, the sampling

distribution of a one-shot space-filling designs is usually suboptimal, as regions with non-linear response

behaviour typically require a more dense sampling distribution, compared to less dynamic regions.

In sequential design, the starting point is a small space-filling design to seed the process. Each iteration,

intermediate models are constructed to track the progress of the accuracy, new locations for additional

data points are chosen intelligently based on all acquired knowledge (space-fillingness, responses, model

errors) and the responses are calculated by evaluation of the simulator. This process continues until the

predefined modeling goals have been met.

The methodology of sequential design can also be adopted for the construction of classifiers when

computing the labels for data points is expensive. Instead of intermediate (regression) models, classifiers

are constructed and scored according to appropriate performance metrics. New data points are chosen (for

example near the discovered class boundaries to improve the accuracy of the boundary) until the classifier

has obtained sufficient accuracy.

This approach offers advantages for several applications, such as identification of feasible regions

(Couckuyt et al. 2013) as often required in product design, or surrogate modeling of high-dimensional

problems by identifying key regions and only constructing a regression for these regions during a second

phase: this approach can also be used to optimize high-dimensional objective functions (Singh et al.

2014). Another application are constraint satisfaction problems such as encountered in Surrogate-Based

Optimization (SBO) with black-box constraints.

3 CONCLUSION

Applications indicate the use of classification models can greatly enhance answering problem statements in

product design involving feasible regions and optimization with black-box constraints. These problems do

not require all knowledge on the output variability and can therefore focus on the boundary of interest. It

can also assist in the optimization process of high-dimensional objective functions. Our suggested approach

greatly enhances the capabilities of engineers during the virtual prototyping phase of product design.
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